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Energy Minimization Methods in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition: 8th International Conference, EMMCVPR 2011Springer, 2011

	Over the last few decades, energy minimization methods have become an established
	paradigm to resolve a variety of challenges in the fields of computer vision
	and pattern recognition. While traditional approaches to computer vision were
	often based on a heuristic sequence of processing steps and merely allowed a
	very limited...
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Integrated Circuit Packaging, Assembly and Interconnections (Springer Series in Advanced Microelectronics)Springer, 2007


	The integrated circuit with each new generation has been characterized by increasing

	functionality. In the 1980’s Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits (VLSIC) began to

	emerge with transistor counts approaching one million plus per chip! The IC package

	quickly became more than a “chip carrier”. Now the packaging...
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Automatic Design of Decision-Tree Induction Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2015

	Presents a detailed study of the major design components that constitute a top-down decision-tree induction algorithm, including aspects such as split criteria, stopping criteria, pruning and the approaches for dealing with missing values. Whereas the strategy still employed nowadays is to use a 'generic' decision-tree induction...
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MVVM Survival Guide for Enterprise Architectures in Silverlight and WPFPackt Publishing, 2012


	Rich client development remains one of the most popular forms of application

	development, both from a user and a developer point of view. While nobody denies

	the importance of thin-client interface technologies such as HTML(5), it is clear

	that consumers and enterprises alike enjoy using applications that provide a rich,...
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Natriuretic Peptides: The Hormones of the HeartSpringer, 2006

	Modern cardiovascular science has produced a revolutionary new idea: the heart acts not merely as a pump, but as a "gland", that is as a regulator of circulatory homeostasis and salt-water balance. This book combines the classical heamodynamic view with the new neuro-hormonal paradigm, in all its potential clinical implications. The...
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Mastering DockerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Rethink what's possible with Docker – become an expert in the innovative containerization tool to unlock new opportunities in the way you use and deploy software


	About This Book

	
		Create highly scalable applications and services using the Linux container virtualization paradigm
	...
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Reasoning with Probabilistic and Deterministic Graphical Models: Exact Algorithms (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2013

	
		Graphical models (e.g., Bayesian and constraint networks, influence diagrams, and Markov decision processes) have become a central paradigm for knowledge representation and reasoning in both artificial intelligence and computer science in general. These models are used to perform many reasoning tasks, such as scheduling, planning and...
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Web Services in the Enterprise: Concepts, Standards, Solutions, and Management (Network and Systems Management)Springer, 2005
The emergence of Web services is transforming traditional enterprises. However, the industry hype surrounding these technologies obscures the understanding of their impact and implications to enterprises.
Here the authors take the "big picture" perspective, offering a thorough understanding of the concepts behind Web service...
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Inside the Minds: Security Matters - Industry Leaders from eBay, Inc., Motorola, Internet Security Systems & More on Protecting Your Most Valuable AssetsAspatore Books, 2003
Inside the Minds: Security Matters is an authoritative,  insider's perspective on the ins and outs of the security industry and  the future of the business, on a global scale.  Featuring CEOs,  Presidents, and Chief Information Security Officers, all representing  some of the nation's top companies, this book provides a broad, yet  comprehensive...
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Service-Oriented Computing (Cooperative Information Systems)MIT Press, 2008
Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) promises a world of cooperating services loosely connected, creating dynamic business processes and agile applications that span organizations and platforms. As a computing paradigm, it utilizes services as fundamental elements to support rapid, low-cost development of distributed applications in heterogeneous...
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Pro SharePoint 2010 Development for Office 365Apress, 2012

	Welcome to the world of customization and development for SharePoint Online in Office 365. Although

	Office 365 offers lots of opportunities for businesses and developers, it also represents a different

	development and deployment paradigm from what most SharePoint developers are accustomed to in a

	traditional on-premise environment....
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Beginning F#Apress, 2009
Functional programming is perhaps the next big wave in application development. As experienced developers know, functional programming makes its mark by allowing application builders to develop solutions to complicated programming situations cleanly and efficiently. A rich history of functional languages, including Erlang and OCaml, leads the...
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